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WALL MOUNTED SHELVES A1(01) 
Assembly Instructions 

 
These shelves may be mounted singly (using 2/3 brackets), or, by bolting them 
together, as one long shelf (using 3, 4 or 5 brackets depending on the spacing of 
your glazing bars). 
 
COMPONENTS PER PAIR 
 34” 58” 
Bracket A 4 6 
Bracket B 4 6 
Bolts C 6 12 
Cropped Bolts D 8 12 
Nuts 14 24 
Trays 34” 2 - 
Trays 29” - 4 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
FIXING INSTRUCTIONS 
 
BRACKETS 
Attach A to B using pan headed bolt C and nut. Loosely attach the cropped bolts D with 
nuts to the other end of A and B. Insert the bolt head into the greenhouse glazing channel 
and twist to lock. Check A is level and tighten the nuts. 
 
TRAYS 
Rest the aluminium trays on the brackets either way up - to give you gravel trays or a flat 
surface. 
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Long Term Care of Aluminium  
Prolonged exposure and contact with chemicals containing metal compounds can have a corrosive effect on aluminium. 
Typical of these are modern fertilizers that can contain Potassium and Potassium Chloride or more traditional such as Cheshunt 
Compound and Bordeaux Mixture both of which contain Copper. All of these, when mixed with water, create Ionic Salts which 
can attack the surface and cause pitting, eventually leading to small holes appearing in the aluminium.  
When using any metal based chemicals it is best to line any aluminium surface with polythene or to wash down thoroughly after 
each application. When using an unlined bench as a capillary bed with sand or matting, apply the chemicals away from the bed 
and drain well before replacing. 
If you’re in any doubt please check the manufacturers label as this will include a list of the contents. 
 


